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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations."
VOL. IV. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1834. NO. 41.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR. 
GEORGE W. MYEItS.VlUNTEK.
From the New-York Commercial Advertiser. 
Sunday School Hymn.—The following hymn, sung at the
annual meeting of the Sunday-school Society, in Boston, on 
Wednesday week, is so much superior in poetical merit to the 
ordinary run of similar effusions, that we are happy to give it 
place. It is from the pen of Dr. T. Gray, Jr.
HYMN.
Father! Thou bad’st us come—
Earth’s little ones, we raise the grateful strain 
To Him who made, who blessed us—not in vain
Seek we our father’s home,
And to the silent sky,
Beuding in light above, while all things fair 
Send up their solemn mingling intense there,
Lift we our praise on high.
Lord, the young heart is Thine—
Teach it to glow in joy’s resplendent hour 
With grateful love to Thee, all bounteous power,
Whose smiles around us shine:
Teach us to trust in prayer,
To turn to Thy bright world when called to know 
With what deep trembling, Low must dwell below—
Earth’s partings come not there.
What though the cloud by day 
Darken our footsteps on the homeward road:
Thro’ the dim pathway that the Saviour trode,
Thou wilt illume our way.
Did not that cloud of yore
Flame into brightness when the night drew nigh?
Still beams its glory in the solemn sky,
When joy’s bright hour is o’er.
O.’ Thou, who hearest prayer,
Tho’ stormy thunders shake the astonished deep,
Or hush’d, her starlit waves in silent sleep,
Whose ear is open there,
Hear now thy children’s cry:
On taught and teacher thy rich blessings pour:
And when their home is found on earth no more,
Bright be their place on high.
THOUGHTS FOR THE WEEK.
“ The words of the wise are as goads, anil as nails fastened hj/ the masters 
of assemblies, which are given from one shepherd."
For the Gambier Observer.
NUMBER IE.
I. It matters little at what time of day
The righteous fall asleep. Death cannot come 
To him untimely who is fit to die;
The less of this cold world, the more of Heaven;
The briefer life, the earlier immortality. fMilman.
II. Truth is like a perfect unit, which, though it will ad­
mit of a thousand sub-divisions, is, when those subdivisions 
are computed and brought together, a perfect unit still. It 
has a common agreement and perfect arrangement in all its 
parts; while error is not only incompatible with truth, but 
really irreconcileable with itself.— Searle.
III. When the punishment is disproportioned to the of­
fence, abhorrence of the crime is absolved in compassion for 
the criminal; and when expediency is pleaded for the severity, 
instead of justice, the force of the example disappears, and the 
moral principle loses much of its efficacy.—Anonymous.
IV. War is a cursed plant which Christianity will one day 
tear up by its roots, and cast, with every foul and deadly weed 
which has defiled the garden of the Lord, into the abyss from 
whence its seeds were drawn.—Raffles.
V. Mercy is like the rain-bow; we must never look for it
after night. It shines not in the other world. If we refuse 
mercy here, we must have justice in the other world__ Le Bas.
VI. Atheism can neither affect the existence of God nor
annihilate the obligations of man to him. It may ruin the 
interests of the creature, but cannot shake the throne of the 
Creator.—Dr. Collyer.
VII. I love to expand the mind from the narrow fetteis of 
sectarianism, and bigotry of church and party—to merge all 
minor differences in one great common cause. Like Aristides 
and Themistocles, who postponed their private quarrel, and 
united to head the host which defeated the Persian invaders, 
at Marathon—I would say to my dissenting brethren, let us 
postpone our quarrels till our common enemy be defeated.—
Sure I am, that will be a long postponement__ Hon. §■ Rev.
G. 7’. Noel.
MISSIONARY.
We feel greatly indebted to the individual who has furnish­
ed the highly interesting article, which will be found below. 
Similar favors will always prove acceptable, and arc earnestly 
sol icited. —Missionary Record.
Philadelphia, May 20, 1834.
Rev. and dear Brother,—The following letter 
has fallen into my hands, and I have taken the 
trouble to copy it that 1 may send it to you for in­
sertion in the Record. The writer is a Missiona­
ry of the “Church Missionary Society,” in Eng­
land, as well qualified as any other person can be 
to give his testimony before the Church in favour 
of Missions, and an unobjectionable witness. The 
information contained in this letter, ought to pro­
duce a deep and lasting impression upon the feel­
ing of all who call themselves Christians. May 
the Spirit of God prepare every heart that reads it, 
to receive its truths and profit by them. It was 
written to the Rev. Mr. Winslow, on his leaving 
Ceylon forAmcrica. G. B.
“My dear brother Winslow,—I ought to have 
written to you before this, but you will have learn­
ed the cause of the delay. I have now the plea­
sure to inform you, that, agreeably to your request 
I have just packed up a few Idol articles for you 
to take with you to America. I think one of 
these abominations is quite enough for your pur­
pose. Idols of stone would be too heavy for a 
cooly, those of clay would break; I therefore was 
glad in getting one of wood. The box then con­
tains a wooden idol of Kattavarayen, which has 
been worshipped for about half a century by the 
people of Param Kundapuram, in the west about 
20 miles form Palamcotta, along with Mado Sami 
and Peschi. The whole village renounced idola­
try at the end of last year, and is now a Chris­
tian village. In 49 families the idols of clay were 
destroyed, those of stone were cast into the well. 
The idol of Kattavarayen I have left as it was 
cast out, with all its blackness and grease. His 
history I give in a separate paper. He is reput­
ed to be a son of SivCr. The dress of a devil’s
devotee------, likewise from that temple, consisting
of a cap, a pair of breeches, and a sash, with its 
hanging taper. When the wretched man fancies 
himself to be possessed of the Sami, or the devil, 
he puts on these clothes, and performs his frantic 
devotions with a wooden sword in his hand.
“These clothes are embroidered and have ima­
ges of the devils, Maden and Petchi, the latter 
swallowing a child.
“The idol is of no value, but it is one which 
has been worshipped many years, and which is to 
be worshipped no more. The dress also is to be 
used for wicked purposes no more. This makes 
these trifles exceedingly interesting; they will 
raise from the depth of every Christian heart a fer­
vent wish, ‘ Thus may all idols perish, Lord, at thy 
command.’
“Surely darkness covers this land, yea, gross 
darkness this people; when the light of the Gos­
pel shines among them, then they see this dark­
ness. The people of Param Kundapuram, are 
very happy at the blessed exchange. Many love 
to hear the Gospel; when I was lately there, they 
called some of the native Pryraraudi along with 
me to come and read it to them in their houses, 
and pray with them. The women were in particu­
lar active therein. I have just made up the nu­
merical account of our congregations for the last 
half year, from which it appears that at the end 
of June last there were 10,649 souls belonging to 
our congregations that have been delivered from 
the darkness of idolatry, and are instructed in the 
word of life. The increase during the last six 
months has been 1388 souls; a larger number 
than we ever had before in the same space of time, 
and that, after deducting the several families that 
have here and there backslidden. These 10,649 
souls are dispersed in 238 villages, and are serv­
ed by 110 native teachers, or catechists. In most 
of the villages are chapels or prayer-houses. Not 
a few of them were formerly heathen temples. 
They are in all directions of this province, some, 
fifty or sixty miles from Palamcotta. Of these 
10,649 souls, 2,068 ate baptized, partly newly, 
partly from Roman Catholics: all the rest are 
candidates for baptism, which we do not adminis­
ter until we see some reasonable proofs of a 
change of heart. I doubt not many are worthy 
of it; only we have so few ordained ministers, as 
to make it nearly impossible to administer it to all 
in proper time.
“Our schools, scattered over the district, are 
112 in number, in which 2552 boys and 147 girls 
are taught. All are Christian schools—that is, in 
all, Christian instruction is given, to the exclusion 
of all heathenish books. The heathen who re­
quest for schools, hardly ever desire the latter; 
they expressly desire that our Christian books 
should he taught their children, because they give 
good sense to them. Christian knowledge spreads 
by these schools far and wide, and we have not a 
few pleasing instances of the Lord preparing praise, 
to his name out of the mouths of these babes. 
Several of them have died in the joyful hope of 
going to the Lord Jesus Christ. I must not enter 
upon relating instances of true faith both among 
the young and adults. These you and our friends 
in America may learn from our journals, and I 
have not the slightest doubt these instances are 
many more than come to our notice.
“ A great difficulty we have in preparing na­
tive Christian teachers, and answering all the calls 
we have for them. Sometimes I am in great 
straits whom to send.
“Our native Tract Society is working well. 
Our native seminary is also on the whole promis­
ing.
“ Now, then, my dear Brother, go to the Church­
es of America, and tell them these things. Tell 
them that the Lord Jesus Christ is certainly mag­
nifying his name and Gospel in these parts;—that 
idolatry is rapidly diminishing;—that this wilder­
ness begins every where to blossom;—that weary 
souls are delivered not only from the bondage of 
idolatry, but also from sin in general, and are 
brought into the liberty of the children of God;— 
that our congregation have difficulties, sometime^
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fierce persecutions, but the Lord helpeth them; 
that we are all but feeble, miserable instruments 
altogether insufficient for the work; and yet, that 
we are making progress from month to month, to 
the evident praise of his name alone. 1 ell them 
that though we are thus proceeding, yet much 
land remains to be fought for and to be occupied; 
—that we want their fervent prayers for a still 
greater manifestation of the power of the Holy 
Spirit among the heathen, our congregations, 
schools, catechists, and ourselves;—that we may 
be warmer in love to Him who died for us, more 
fervent in zeal for his cause, more patient in suffer­
ing his will, more happy in enduring afflictions lor 
his name sake, more spiritually-minded in all our 
doings;—that we want their pecuniary assistance 
also if they can afford it to us, in order to help us 
on in our warfare, and in our preparations tor the 
field. Tell them that 1 am glad to read, now and 
then, of their exertions and labours in the cause 
of God, and of the blessing which he vouchsafes 
to rest on them. May they yet abound more and 
more in faith, love and patience as the primitive 
Christians did. May they be enabled to put on 
the whole armour of God, and seek the benighted 
Indians in their neighbourhood, and bring many 
of those scattered sheep into the fold of Christ, our 
chief Shepherd.
“ When you meet with our younger Brethren, 
who devote themselves to the service of their Sa­
viour among the heathen, tell them to take cour­
age, to be strong in the grace that is in Christ 
Jesus, leaving themselves entirely to his disposal, 
and thinking on nothing else so much as on the 
ways and means to serve him according to his will. 
In their weakness and insufficiency, he will make 
them strong and sufficient. Tell them that I say 
this from experience, to the praise of his glorious 
name. It is now nineteen years since I arrived in 
India—six of them I spent in Madrass, and thir­
teen in Tinnevelly. During all this time I have 
found the Lord to be good to his word. By his 
blessing, I have not spent my Missionary life in 
vain. Let this encourage them to go forth, labour 
in his name and learn to endure hardships as good 
soldiers of Christ. He himself also learned obe­
dience in that he suffered.
“Let those of our American Brethren and Sis­
ters who “abide with the stuff',” look at this nasty 
black idol Kattavarayen, and to his still more nasty 
history and remember, that a great part of the 
world is still filled with such abominations, for 
want of the light of the blessed Gospel. No 
where does the Gospel appear to be light as when 
it enters into this heathenish darkness. How 
beautifully it shines! How glorious the change 
which it produces! Let them then put on the 
love of Jesus Christ, and gladly and thankfully 
devote as much of their substance as they can to 
send the Gospel into all the dark corners of the 
earth. When the first messengers went forth into 
the world, the Lord Jesus Christ went forth with 
them, “conquering and to conquer. I he last 
clause is for us in these latter days. 1 he cry of 
the souls under the altar, (Rev. 6,) will soon cease 
and be fully answered. The mighty Lord has ris­
en out of his holy temple, and soon will all flesh, 
all infidels, all anti-Christians, be silent before 
Him. Let all Christians follow after the cry, and 
especially say, ‘ Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly.’
“ About the commencement of our Mission work 
in this district, and its gradual progress, I have 
said nothing, because the American friends will 
be acquainted with these early particulars, by the 
.Missionary Register and other publications. It 
was like a grain of mustard seed, and behold it has 
become a great tree. Let ail unite and give 
thanks and praise to the Lord for being thus mer­
ciful and gracious to his people.
“Now, my dear Brother, may He be with you 
on your voyage, and bless you and the little ones 
jn your charge with peace. He will be your light 
ar.d your salvation and bring you, I trust, safely 
back to the scene of your labours, with renewed 
health and strength to spend and to be spent in 
His service.
Believe me ever, Yours affectionately in Christ, 
C. Rhenius.
“ I*. S. My love to all the Brethren.
“ July 9, 1833.”
SUCCESSFUL MISSIONS.
The Catholic Herald has been for some time 
‘labouring in his vocation to throw contempt on 
the efforts of Protestant missionaries to convert 
the heathen, while he lauds to the skies the suc­
cess of Popish missionaries in the same cause. 
He says that “the whole system” of Protestant 
missions “is not a whit better than a serio-comic 
humbug, cunningly devised and sustained, with a 
view of making provision for supernumerary min­
isters, and their wives, friends, dependents, &c.” 
and dares us to deny the fact that “ no encourag­
ing success has hitherto attended Protestant mis­
sions.” We do deny it. For it is well known 
that there are several thousands of converts from 
heathenism connected with the Protestant mis­
sionary churches, who are as consistent and in­
telligent Christians as most of those who were born 
and educated within the pale of the church.— 
And many of these are acceptable and successful I 
preachers’ of the Gospel. The Herald, assuming 
it as a fact, that Protestant missionaries have been 
uusuccessful, accounts for it thus; “sent by So­
cieties which are altogether human in their insti­
tution and mode of operation, they fail to produce 
the successful result that attend those who are 
sent by God and his Holy Church, and with whom 
only, Christ promised to be all days, even to the ; 
end of the world.” We are to conclude from this 
that Catholic missions are nor. “human in their 
institution and mode of operation.” But let us 
hear on the other side how the Edinburgh Catho­
lic Magazine, quoted by the Herald with appro­
bation, accounts for this fact.
“ There are among the missionaries of this sect, 
[Lutheran] persons estimable for their talents and 
moral virtues; hut they cannot succeed in making 
proselytes among the Indians. Their want of 
success will not appear astonishing to persons who 
know ever so little of the character and genius 
of these people. The Protestant sects will never 
attract the attention of the Asiatics, having nei­
ther pomp, nor exterior worship, nor pictures, nor 
ceremonies, fitted to make a strong impression on 
the senses; they have been, and will always be, 
supremely despised by a people altogether sen­
sual, and who cannot be moved but by the most 
lively impression.”
So that it is to the “ pomp, pictures and cere­
monies” of their worship that Popish missionaries 
are indebted for their success.
But it may not be out of place here to state a 
few facts respecting the character of the Catholic 
missionaries and converts. And we shall not go 
beyond the columns of the Catholic Herald for 
these facts. The manner in which the Jesuits 
introduced themselves into India, according to the 
statement of the Herald, gives striking evidence 
of the truly apostolical character of these holy 
men.
“ After studying the genius and character of 
the people with whom they had to do, they thought 
that, to fix their attention, to gain their confidence, 
to obtain their esteem, and to induce them to lis­
ten to them, it was necessary to respect their pre­
judices, and even to conform themselves, in their 
mode of living, by adopting their usages and cus­
toms.
“In this idea, they publicly announced them­
selves as European Brahmins, who had come from 
a country 5000 leagues distant, to benefit by the 
learning of the Brahmins of India, and to com­
municate their own knowledge to them. The 
knowledge which a great number of these first 
missionaries had in astronomy and medicine con­
tributed to acquire for them the respect and con­
fidence of the natives of all ranks and conditions. 
Having announced themselves as Brahmins, these 
missionaries, desiring like the Apostle St. Paul, 
to become all things to all men, to gain more easi­
ly these souls to Jesus Christ, applied themselves 
to imitate that caste, in their civil usages, in their 
mode of dress, in their frequent ablutions, and in 
their abstinence, which consists in depriving them­
selves wholly of all animal food. It was by lead­
ing this life of pain, and enduring privations al­
most inconceivable, that the Jesuits introduced 
themselves among these people, and gained their 
confidence."
Such being the character of fathers, we are 
not surprised to read the following admission of 
the Herald, respecting the “native priests.”
“These indigenous missionaries, in general, 
wanting energy and character, and not having the 
advantage of a suitable education, a great number 
of them, besides showing themselves more attach­
ed to their private interests than to those of reli­
gion, enjoyed little consideration even among 
their flock, and possessed none with the natives 
of any other class.” “ As their Liturgy is in Sy­
riac, all the knowledge of their clergy is reduced 
to this—to read, or rather to spell, this ancient 
dead language, in order to be able to perform then- 
religious ceremonies.”
The character of the missionaries and their 
converts will further appear from the fact stated 
in the same article, that the former had tolerated 
among their converts certain “superstitious prac­
tices,” idolatrous rjtes, we presume, which the 
Pope, by a solemn Bull “ condemned and reprov­
ed.” “ All the missionaries submitted, but a great 
number of the converts liked better to renounce 
the new religion than abandon.their practices.” 
The consequence of this was, “scarcely any more 
conversions were made and the Christian religion, 
thenceforth, became odious to the natives on ac­
count of its strictness,” and “the number of Chris­
tians has diminished to less than one-third of 
what were about eighty five years ago.” So much 
for the success of Popish missions. But we must 
not conclude too hastily that the labours of these 
good fathers are in vain. Hear one of the most 
eminent of them, Father Bouchet.
“ I will now explain to you the fruits we reap 
from our labours.
“One of the greatest is the immense number of 
children we regenerate in the waters of baptism. 
There is scarcely a year in which a missionary 
does not baptize, either himself or by means of 
his catechists, three or four thousand children of 
Christians. Half of these will die before they 
come to the use of reason, so that they are so ma­
ny saints, whom you are sure of having sent to 
heaven. If this were the only good a missionary 
did, would he not be abundantly' recompensed for 
all the pains he suffers?”
“ One widow alone baptised twenty-five adults 
and nearly three hundred children.”
“ I know a good Christian woman, who distin­
guishes herself by these offices of Christian zeal. 
She has made herself skilful in treating sick chil­
dren. Her reputation is so established, that al­
most all the sick children of Frichiapali, where she 
lives are brought to her. There are seen every 
morning fifty nurses or more waiting for her with 
their little children in the court of her house. 
She takes care to baptize those which she sees 
will soon die; and the knowledge she has of the 
pulse, and the symptoms of approaching death, is 
so sure, that out of about ten thousand children 
whom she has baptised, not more than two have 
escaped death.”
“ Escaped death I” an ominous expression! It 
reminds us of the conduct of the pious Spaniards 
towards the poor Indians, whom they first forced 
to receive baptism, and then humanely cut their 
throats, to prevent them from relapsing into idola­
try, and to make “sure of having sent them to 
heaven 1”
We shall return to this subject again.
RELIGIOUS.
From tha Vermont Chronicle. 
OPINIONS IN FRANCF.
Look over the distinguished men of letters in 
Paris,—De Gerando, Royer Collard, B. Constant, 
Vilemain, Guizot, Cousin, Jouffroy, &c. Though 
some of the first mentioned are recently dead, yet 
all may bespoken of together in the present tense 
in estimating the state of French thinking. Are 
these men disciples and eulogists of Voltaire, 
Diderot, and Condorcet? Are they partizans of 
sensualism and materialism in philosophy, and of 
infidelity in religion? No. They are strenuou 
opposers of such views; they are decided and 
able defenders of a spiritual philosophy and reli­
gion. Now it is to be remembered, these men 
stand in the place once occupied by the material-
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ists and infidels of a former age. They indicate 
the tone and fashion of French thinking on these 
subjects. No one can doubt this who knows the 
brilliant reputation they enjoy, the applauding 
auditories which crowd the lectures delivered by 
gome of them, and the eagerness with which their 
writings are sought and read. Of the character 
of their teaching and influence, take the following 
specimen from Cousin’s Introduction a I Historic 
de la Philosophic, Lee. v. p. 18: “What is the 
theory [of the Deity, philosophically contemplat­
ed J which I have just stated? It is the very 
foundation of the Christian ieligion. The God 
of Christians is both three-fold and one. * *
The doctrine of the Trinity is the revelation of 
the Divine essence, illuminated in its whole depth, 
and brought within the scope of thought.” Histo­
ric de la Philosophic un I8we Siecle, vol. i. p. 55; 
speaking of Christianity,—“The religion of God 
incarnate is a religion’ which on the one hand rais­
es the souls towards heaven, towards its absolute 
principle, towards another world, and which at the 
same time teaches what its works and its duties 
are in this world, and upon this earth. The reli­
gion of the God-man gives an infinite value to hu­
manity."
Now who could have been found thirty or forty 
years ago in Paris to give utterance to such sen­
timents in a course of public lectures on philoso­
phy? Who would have come to hear them? Or 
if an audience could have been gathered, would 
not such views have been received with hissing 
and execration? Yet these lectures, in 1828 and 
1829, were attended by more than three thousand 
auditors, composing the very elite of Paris socie­
ty. They were heard with unbounded delight 
and applause; and so eager was the public curi­
osity, that abstracts of them were daily published 
in tne papers, the lectures were taken down in 
short-hand at their delivery, corrected by the au­
thor, published weekly, and propagated to every 
part of France. These facts certainly indicate 
that a great change has taken place in French 
thinking. If the reader will consult the writings 
of B. Constant, Royer, Collard, Jouffroy, Laromi- 
guicre, and many others that might be named, 
who enjoy a brilliant reputation, he will find them 
pervaded by a similar spirit. Unquestionably 
there is still a great amount of materialism and 
infidelity in France, especially among certain 
physicians and naturalists. But infidelity and 
materialism have lost altogether the predominance 
they formerly had. They do not occupy the 
high places as before. The current is in the other 
direction. This appears even in the tone adopted 
by the advocates of materialism. Crbussais, a 
distinguished physician and physiologist, and I 
believe the only eminent writer who has lately ap­
peared on the side of materialism,—in the preface 
of his work, De I'Irritation et de. la Folie, (Paris, 
1828,) feels himself compelled to protest against 
the unpopularity of the sensual philosophy, and 
complains that the advocates of materialism can­
not now obtain a fair hearing. In short, from 
every quarter, proof is abundant, that if material­
ism and infidelity are not extinct in France, yet 
their reign is at an end; the spirit of Voltaire, 
Condorcet, and Helvetius,—the spirit of scorn 
and hatred of the spiritual and the divine, is quell­
ed. The authority of both minds is broken.— 
The literary men and philosophers of the present 
day in France, are no longer like the philosophers 
of the last century. A band of brilliant and ac­
complished minds have sprung up, imbued with a 
far different and higher spirit, and by their labors 
in science and philosophy, are exerting asalutary 
influence on the French mind, in favor of a spiritu­
al philosophy, and a divine religion. The reader 
will find many interesting things on this subject 
in Damir on's Essai stir V Histoire de la Philosophic 
en France, an dix neuvieiv Siecle. Paris, 1828,
So much for French philosophy. In regard to 
the lighter literature of France, it must be allow­
ed that its aspect for three years past has not been 
so pleasing. It has strongly reflected the politi­
cal and social fermentation which has existed 
since the revolution of 1830. The English read­
er will obtain a view of its character from the 
Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 18, and the Ed­
inburgh Review, No. 116. He will perceive that
notwithstanding the wild and morbid spirit, the Jesson has this child most thoroughly learned, and 
cynicism, the scenes of blended horror, mirth,' which will she longest remember? M. E. D.
and atrocity which appear in the dramatic and: -------------------------------- -
romantic writings of Janin, Balzac, Rahou, Chasles, j For the Gambier Observer.
&c., yet the lighter literature of the present day! DOCTRINES OF THE CHURCH OF ROME, 
is by no means “a professedly infidel literature,' Mr. Editor,—Believing that great ignorance prevails a» 
like that of the 18th century.” In regard to these to what are the true doctrines of the Church of Rome, I take 
Strange and exaggerated creations, “ It is a sin- • the liberty of sending you their Creed, as extracted from
gular and consoling feature, that at the bottom of “The Catholic's Manual,"_ a work arranged by the Rev.
them all lies the admission of the necessity of a John Power, Vicar-General of the Diocese of New-York, 
faith,—a religion.” In short, it is a period of fer- y.
ment. It \s transitional. The agitation will disap­
pear. In the mean time, there are writers, such 
as Victor, Hugo and Lamartine, who “pour forth 
their inspirations from a loftier and more sequester
I N. N. with a firm faith, believe and profess all 
and every one of those things, which are contain­
ed in that creed which the Holy Catholic (Ro­
man) Church, maketh use of; to wit: I believe in 
ed seat.” The latter is, by universal consent, ad- j one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven
mitted to be the poet of France; and his verses 
are imbued with “a pervading spirit of religion, 
with images and thoughts, re-ascending to that 
heaven from which they had their birth.”—Rev. C. 
S. Henry.
From the Mother’s Magazine.
THE NEW DRESS.
As I was lately sitting in the nursery of an old 
acquaintance, she exhibited to me a new dress 
just completed for her infant. After I had duly led and was buried; and the third day rose again,
admired it, the mother turned and displayed it to according to the scriptures. lie ascended into 
her child, exclaiming “Ann’s new dress! Sweet heaven; sits at the right hand of the Father; nnd 
little Ann's new dress! Little Ann’s pretty new I will come again in glory to judge the living and the 
dress!” while the little thing clapped her hands, j dead; of whose kingdom there shall be no end. 
and jumped and crowed, testifying, assuredly, her And in the holy Ghost the Lord and life-giver, who
admiration of gay colors,—if not the joy of her 
sex, in the prospect of becoming the possessor of 
such a prize, as a gay dress. I, too, participated 
in the pleasure afforded by the animation of the 
little one; but as I turned my steps toward my 
own quiet, and perhaps, at times, lonely home, 
(for I have no daughters to enliven my fireside.) 
I fell into the following train of thought;
The incident which I have this day witnessed, 
may exert an influence upon the character of this 
child, through time,—perhaps through eternity. 
She will soon understand the language of the lip, 
although she now only comprehends that of the 
feature; and from both will she learn, that to her 
mother, her dress is important. She will be array­
ed in the new dress, to visit grandmamma, and 
the pride of displaying it, will supersede the gra­
tification of seeing her friends. The new dress
will be prepared for the Sabbath, and the child law, instituted by Jesus Christ our Lord, and ne- 
will feel, that to display it is the primary object ! cessary for the salvation of mankind, though not 
on which she is taken to the house of God; and all for every one; to wit, Baptism, Confirmation, 
even upon her first entrance within the sanctuary, | Eucharist, Penance, extreme Unction, Order, and 
she may he taught a lesson of pride and vanity, ! Matrimony: and that they confer grace. And
rather than of humility and reverence. She must 
indeed have made an attainment which has been 
found too difficult for many now no longer child­
ren, if she can bow with devotion, when within 
the temple, since the adorning of her person had 
been that which most occupied her heart un­
til she entered the sacred door. Children are apt 
scholars in the school of vanity, and she will soon 
become as vain, as heartless, as fond of display, 
as the most sanguine mother could wish, were it 
her only object to infuse pride, vanity, and the 
love of show into the heart of her child.
But although such may be the effect of my 
friend’s mode of education, such has not been her 
design; and when the long cherished vanity of the 
daughter becomes too glaring, and visibly over­
steps the rules of propriety and good breeding, I 
do not doubt the mother will be both surprised, 
and grieved. She will wonder that one so young 
should attach so much importance to personal ap­
pearance, should think so much of dress; that a
child so religiously educated should be so trifling I a true sacrament. I firmly hold that there is a 
on the Sabbath, so heartless in the sanctuary, so purgatory, and that the souls therein detained, are 
occupied in noticing the dress of others, so eager ! helped by the suffrages of the faithful, 
to display her own. She will feel it necessary ! Likewise, that the saints, reigning together with 
solemnly to reprove her. She will say,—“Your j Christ, are invocated, and that they offer prayers 
personal appearance is of no coasequeuce,—your ’ to God for us, and that their relics are to be re- 
Creator looks at the heart, and it is impossible for j spected.
you to render the homage of the heart, while all : I most firmly assert, that tiie images of Christ, 
your feelings are absorbed by your personal de- j of the mother of God, ever Virgin and also of the 
coration; such vanity degrades you, both as a ra- > saints ought to be had and obtained, and that due
tional and immortal being,—and let me see no 
more of it.”
My Sisters, which will most influence the heart; 
the early habits, or the casual precept? Which
and earth, of all things visible and invisible: and. 
in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son 
of God, and born of the Father before all ages; 
God of God; light of light; true God of the true 
God; begotten not made; consubstantial to the Fa­
ther, by whom all things were made. Who for 
us men, and for our salvation, came down from 
heaven, and was incarnate, by the Holy Ghost 
of the Virgin Mary and was made man: who was 
crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate, suffer-
proceeds from the Father and the Son, who, to­
gether with the Father and the Son is adored and 
glorified; who spake by the Prophets. And (I 
believe) one Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church; 
I confess one baptism for the remission of sin; and 
I expect the resurrection of the dead and the life 
of the world to come. Amen.
I most steadfastly admit and embrace apostoli­
cal and ecclesiastical traditions, and all other ob­
servances and constitutions of the church.
I also admit the holy scripture according to that 
sense, to which our holy mother, the church, has 
held, and does hold, to which it belongs to judge 
of the true sense and interpretation of the scrip­
tures, neither will I ever take and interpret them 
otherwise than according to the unanimous con­
sent of the fathers. I also profess, that there are 
truly and properly seven sacraments of the new
that of these, Baptism, Confirmation and Order, 
cannot be reiterated without sacrilege. 1 also re­
ceive and admit the received and approved cere­
monies of the catholic church in the solemn ad­
ministration of all the aforesaid sacraments I em­
brace and receive all and every one of the things 
which have been defined and declared in the ho­
ly council of Trent, concerning original sin and 
justification.
I profess likewise, that in the Mass there is of­
fered to God, a true proper, and propitiating sa­
crifice for the living and the dead. And that 
the most holy sacrament of the Eucharist, there is tru­
ly, really, and substantially, the body and blood to­
gether with the soul and divinity of our Lord Jesus 
Christ; and that there is made a conversion of the 
whole substance of the wine into the blood, and of 
the whole substance of the bread into the body, 
which conversion the catholic church calls tran- 
substantiation. I also confess, that under either 
kind alone, Christ is received whole and entire, and
honor and veneration is to be given them.
I also affirm that the power of indulgences was
left by Christ in the church and that the use of 
them is most wholesome to Christian people.
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I acknowledge the Holy, Catholic, Apostolic 
Roman Church, for the Mother and Mistress of 
all churches: and I promise true obedience to the 
Bishop of Rome, successor to St. Peter, prince of , that country by positive act of larlu 
the Apostle’s, and Vicar of Jesus Christ. 1 But we have acknowledged that
1 likewise undoubtedly receive and profess all 
other things delivered, defined, and declared by 
the sacred canons and general councils, and par­
ticularly by the Holy Council of Trent.
And I condemn, reject and anathemize all things 
contrary thereto, and all heresies whatsoever con­
demned, rejected and anathemized by the Church.
This true catholic faith, without which no one 
can be saved, I N. N. do at this present, freely 
profess and sincerely hold; and I promise most 
constantly to retain and confess the same, entire 
and unviolated with God’s assistance to the end of 
my life. Amen.
ADDRESS OF BISHOP HOPKINS 
TO THE CONVENTION OF THE DIOCESE OF VER­
MONT.
My Beloved Friends and Brethren,—In address­
ing you upon this occasion when the second Con­
vention of our youthful Diocese has assembled to­
gether, 1 have conceived that it was my duty to 
lay before you some general views of the charac­
ter and true design of our ecclesiastical institu­
tions, before I enter upon the details of my last 
visitation.
My motives in selecting this for my leading sub­
ject are two-fold. The experience of the past 
year has taught me that the portion of our divine 
Master’s vineyard in which lie has cast my lot, 
stands greatly in need of correct information in 
regard to the principles of the Episcopal Church.
Many well-meaning persons, whose researches 
after truth might have been fairly expected to 
lead them to a very different conclusion, have 
adopted and disseminated the erroneous idea, that 
the Church is monarchical in her constitution, 
monarchical in her feelings, and monarchical in 
her tendency. Nay, they have been so far misled 
as to imagine that the genius and spirit of our sys­
tem are positively hostile to the republican institu­
tions of our country. While, on the other hand, 
there are some among ourselves by no 
familiar with the true character of the Church of 
their adoption, and who, therefore, in defending 
her from this scandalous accusation, are apt to 
make too light of her real peculiarities, and thus 
fall into a still greater error. I call this a greater 
error than the first, because it is certainly of far 
less importance to us to be misunderstood, and 
therefore misrepresented, by strangers, than to 
have the slightest approach to disunion or mistake 
among our own friends. Grant me, therefore, my 
brethren, your attention, while I endeavor, with 
as much simplicity and brevity as possible, to set 
before you the true spirit and nature of the gov­
ernment of the Church.
Our'peculiar title, in this country, is the-Protest­
ant Episcopal Church of the United States. We 
are not the Church of England, nor a part of the 
Church of England. So far, indeed, are we from 
having any connexion with that Church, that when 
our clergy visit England they are not allowed to 
preach in the churches of the Establishment.— 
True, however, it is that we are descended from 
that Church, and have inherited from our beloved 
and venerated mother all her doctrines and princi­
ples, except those which relate to political govern­
ment and to the connexion between Church and 
State. In these respects we have expressly de­
parted from the principles of the Church of Eng­
land, and have as expressly adopted the princi­
ples of these United States. Witness the omis­
sion in our Articles of those particulars which re­
late to the British government, and the substitu­
ting in our prayers of the regular supplication for 
the President, the officers of State, the House of 
Representatives, and the Senate of the Union — 
With what truth therefore, can any man assert 
that we hold political partialities or political prin­
ciples favorable to Great Britain and hostile to 
republicanism, when the title of our Church, the 
language of our Articles, and, above all, the stand­
ing order of our public worship prove our faith­
ful adherence to the republican institutions of
this country, and when the severance of our Church 
from the Church cf England is so total and entire 
that our clergy are prohibited from preaching in 
' ‘ * Parliament.
our Church
has descended from the Church of England.— 
True, and our whole nation and national system of 
government have descended from the same source. 
There was a time when our Church was a part ot 
the Church of England. True, and there was a 
time when our nation was a collection of English 
colonies. But the Revolution cut asunder the 
bond of connexion in political government, and 
our country set up her own independent banner, 
retaining all that she approved in the British sys­
tem, and casting aside the rest in favor of the re­
publican form. And immediately after this revo­
lution was achieved in politics, our Church fol­
lowed it by an act of correspondent independence 
in her ecclesiastical condition. Our first minister 
at the Court of St. James was requested to ask, 
whether the English bishops might be allowed to 
continue the Episcopal succession by consecrating 
three bishops for this country without exacting 
the usual oath of allegiance to the King, and an 
uct of Parliament was magnanimosuly passed to 
authorize it, by virtue of which three American 
clergymen were consecrated bishops accordingly. 
This was the final close of our connexion with the 
Church of England; and our ecclesiastical inde­
pendence was thereby completed as perfectly as 
our political independence had been achieved be­
fore. The only difference being this, namely that 
the political freedom of our country was obtained. . .7by force, but the ecclesiastical independence of 
our Church was brought about as every similar 
act should be among the professed followers of 
the Prince of Peace, by mutual consent and agree­
ment.
To this simple statement we add but two facts : 
first, that our whole independence, as a Church, 
was effected within six years after the declaration 
of peace so as to enable us to frame our new ec­
clesiastical Constitution at a General Convention 
which met at the city of Philadelphia, in October, 
1789; secondly, that, to say nothing of Hamilton, 
Jay, or Morris, General Washington himself was 
means an EpjSCOpaljanj anJ the Chaplain to the Ameri­
can Congress, during the revolutionary war, was 
that venerable Dr. William White, who was after­
ward consecrated Bishop of Pennsyb’ania and 
who has long been regarded as the patriarch of 
the Church. It cannot fail to excite a mingled 
emotion of astonishment and sorrow, that in the 
face of these well-known and recorded facts, such 
slanderous and false accusations should be brought 
against us of being identified with the Church of 
England, and holding principles hostile to republi­
canism. That forty-nine years ago an Episcopa­
lian warrior achieved the independence of these 
States, and took the helm of the government as 
its first President,—that during the darkest pe­
riods of the fearful struggle, an Episcopalian min­
ister was the selected officer, who, as the Chaplain 
to Congress invoked the blessing of the God of 
wisdom on their counsels, and the God of bat­
tles on their arm,—that forty-five years have 
elapsed since the perfect organization of the Epis­
copalians of the United States under their own 
peculiar name and constitution,—that from the 
years 1789 to the present hour, there has not been 
the slightest ecclesiastical intercourse or connex­
ion between our Church and the Church of Eng­
land, so that our clergy are even prohibited by
law from preaching in that country,—that in so- l beyond all question, such ought always to be the
ber truth there is hardly a religious denomination 
in the United States that does not maintain some
except our own,—that there is no other which 
compels her ministers to pray for the officers of 
this iepublic, whenever they meet for public wor­
ship,—and yet, that in the very teeth of these in 
disputable facts, men should be found bold enough 
to say that our Church is united with the Church 
of England, and is hostile to the republican insti­
tutions of the country,—this we do acknowledge, 
fills us with surprise and grief, as a melancholy 
proof of the power of prejudice in closing the 
eyes to the light of truth, and hardening the heart 
against the claims of Christian justice.
intercourse with the like denomination in Europe politics of any government, though it is our bound
We do not, however in defending the Church 
from this un-just'aspersion, mean to assert that any 
from of civil government is connected with her es­
sential principles. This would not be true of any 
denomination of Christians, for all acknowledge the 
great maxim laid down by the divine Head of the 
Church, when he said to Pilate, ‘ My kingdom is 
not of this world.’ Hence it follows, that 
not only our own, but almost every other body 
of professing Christians, may be found under dif­
ferent forms of civil government without any 
change in their religious principles. Thus the 
Methodists in England are monarchists, so are the 
Baptists of that country, so are the Congrega- 
tionalists, so are the Presbyterians. Nay, in Scot­
land, as you all know, the Established Church is 
Presbyterian, and, therefore in all reason, the 
monarchical tenets of the Scottish Kirk ought to 
have the same influence agaiyst the Presbyterians 
of the United States, as the political allegiance 
of the Church of England seems to have excited in 
some minds against ourselves. Nor would the ap­
plication of this shallow argument rest here; for 
the German Lutherans must equally suffer by it. 
Their Church is established in connexion with a 
kingly government in Prussia, Denmark, Sweden, 
and other places; and hence it is just as conclu­
sively proved by our adversaries, that this highly 
respectable body in our own country must also 
stand opposed to our republican institutions.— 
Now if the argument be thus applied in the case 
of every other denomination, whatever we might 
think of its force, we should at least, have no pe­
culiar ground of complaint. But the moment 
we show how far the reasoning might, in strict 
justice, be carried, every mind can see its absurdi­
ty. No man denies that the pilgrim fathers were 
monarchists, as well as Congregationalists; and 
their descendants continued to unite monarchy 
with Congregationalism for many generations, 
when the Revolution changed their civil govern­
ment, while their religious government remained 
the same. No man denies that the English and 
Scotch Presbyterians were monarchists, when 
they first set up the Presbyterian system in this 
country. With them, too, the Revolution only 
operated to change their political relations, leav­
ing their religion as it was before. The same as­
sertion applies to the Baptists, the Methodists, 
and, in a word, to all except the few trifling sects 
which have sprung up within the last half centu­
ry. By what strange method of proceeding, 
then is the English Episcopalian deprived of the 
universal privilege of changing his politics, while 
he preserves his religion? What more intimate 
connexion is there between religion and politics 
with us, than there is between religion and poli­
tics with other men? The truth is, that since 
the time of the Jewish theocracy there never has 
been any such connexion exhibited either in theo­
ry or in practice, unless in a few wild attempts, 
such as those of the Anabaptists of Munster, and 
the Puritans of England, which were not calculat­
ed to settle down into any thing like a regular 
system. In general, the principle has beenstrong- 
ly and fairly upheld, that religion was a peculiar 
and spiritual concern, not only distinct from forms 
of civil polity, but perfectly indifferent as to what 
might be the characteristic of any government, 
whether monarchy, aristocracy, oligarchy, or de­
mocracy so long as the sword of persecution was 
not raised against the cross of Christ, and men 
were protected in the right to worship God ac­
cording to the dictates of their conscience* And
character of thb Redeemer’s kingdom. As Chris­
tians, therefore we have nothing to do with the
en duty to pray for that under which we live.— 
Christianity, as a divine and spirituafsystem, bears 
no particular relation to any peculiar form of civil 
polity; and wo be to the proper influence of its 
spirit, when the choice of our Church, instead 
of being directed by the word of God, is degrad­
ed to a mere question of political expediency.
This brings us to consider the distinctive cha­
racter of the Protestant Episcopal Church, what 
are its principles of government and why these 
principles have been adopted. These subjects, 
my brethren, do certainly deserve to be fully un-
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derstood by all. Let me try, in the brief space 
of this address, to set them plainly before you.
The Church of Christ, in the Old Testament 
Scriptures, present an emblem of the government 
of God under the gracious and aflectionate aspect 
of a father. Hence it is neither monarchical nor 
aristocratic, nor republican but patriarchal. It is 
clear that no other government than this appears 
to have been sanctioned until the time when Israel 
was organized under the Aaronic priesthood, and 
then we behold the model set up which was after­
ward copied in so many particulars by the apos­
tles. The high priest was appointed as the pa­
triarch for the whole nation: under him served 
the priests ; and under them again, the Levites— 
three distinct orders strongly marked by their ap­
propriate duties. It was the duty of the Levites 
to serve the sanctuary, and assist the priests, but 
they were not allowed to offer sacrifices, nor to 
enter the holy enclosure of the tabernacle. It 
was the duty of the priests to offer sacrifices, to 
explain the law to the people, and to minister be­
fore the Lold in the holy place before the altar 
of incense. But it was peculiar to the high priest 
to carry on his breast the Urim and Thummiin, 
or sacred oracle of God, and to enter once a year 
into the holy of holies, after offering a sacrifice of 
atonement for all the people.
This three-fold order stood, after being estab­
lished by Divine command, as a perfect rule of 
government in all things, during the fifteen cen­
turies which preceded the manifestation of the 
Redeemer. It was then changed in many parti­
culars, in order to accommodate it to the circum­
stances of the Church when the Jews were to be 
called as the Lord’s people; yet in honor to its 
divine original, as might indeed have been expect­
ed, it continued, in its more important principles, 
the same. Thus Jesus becomes the high priest 
the twelve apostles and the seventy disciples be­
ing appointed to make up the three-fold ministry. 
After his resurrection, and just before his ascen­
sion he promises the guidance of the Holy Spirit 
to his apostles, to be with them unto the end. of 
the world, and then addresses to them these re­
markable words, (John xx. 21,) As my Father 
hath sent me, even so send I you? A few days 
only after his ascension are suffered to elapse be­
fore the visible manifestation of the Spirit on the | 
apostles in the likeness of tongues of fire. The 
Church is constitutedin the name of Jesus Christ 
of Nazareth, the apostles holding the first rank, 
the seventy elders the second, and the seven dea 
cons being presently ordained to supply the third. 
In due time the period for the apostles’ departure 
draws nigh when we find St. Paul clothing Timo­
thy and Titus with his own power of ruling and 
ordaining, as his successors in Ephesus and Crete, 
expressly setting forth in his epistles to Timothy 
the characters of those whom he should ordain 
overseers and deacons, and laying down the wisest 
maxims of government f'qr both. So, too, St. Pe­
ter, in his second epistle, looking forward to his 
own decease prepares for similar arrangements, 
saying, ‘Moreover I will endeavor that ye may 
be able after my decease, to have these things al­
ways in remembrance;’ and the mode to which 
he here alludes of perpetuating this portion of his 
office we may surely gather from his brother apos­
tle, St. John, in whose book of Revelation we find 
that seven important Churches of Asia Minor had 
each its angel, or apostle, to whom as its governor 
and head, the Holy Spirit addressed the ad­
monition to the Churches. From the Scriptures, 
we pass on to the works of the primitive fathers, 
which give an account of the early constitution of 
church government from the apostolic period.— 
And here we find the very lists of the bishops, 
who were constituted by the apostles’ hands to pre­
side over the various Churches, with their pres­
byters and deacons, as we still see it in our own 
day. We find, too, the most continual allusion 
to the high priest, priests, and Levites of the Old 
Testament as well for the purpose of proving the 
unity of the great principles of the priesthood un­
der both dispensations, as for the purpose of 
showing the relative^official rank of the Christian 
ministry. And all this occurs in several authors 
who wrote while the whole Church was under 
persecution from the Heathen. Particularly in
the works of Cyprian, the celebrated Bishop of 
Carthage, who flourished in the year 250, that is, 
only one hundred and fifty years after the death 
of the apostle John, we have the constitution, 
character, and power of our Church presented in 
the clearest light. And let it be well observed, 
my brethren, that this distinguished Episcopalian 
closed his laborious life by a glorious martyrdom, 
in the years 258, under the reign of the emperor 
Valerian, full fifty-four years before the conver­
sion of the Emperor Constantine, by whom, in A. 
d. 312, Christianity was first established through­
out the empire.
(To be Continued.)
EFFECTS OF EXCESS IN EATING UPON TIIE
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS CHARACTER.
Most men suppose that the slight pain, or unea- 1 
siness, or drowsiness, that succeeds a too hearty , 
meal, is the whole of the effect which such excess ' 
produces. When a man finds himself, some hours 
or even days after the indulgence, excited in hisI 
temper on the slightest provocation, fretful and 
impatient of contradiction, and betrayed into se­
verity or retaliation unworthy the character of 
a Christian or a man, little is he aware that a 
more careful attention to the kind and quantity 
of his food might have armed him against the temp­
tations that overcame him, and enabled him to 
have kept his temper even under the grossest in­
sult. But he has only to put in practice the rules 
of temperance suggested in a preceding discourse’’ 
to be satisfied that one principal cause of a fretful 
temper, and a disposition easily to be excited and 
exasperated, and an impatience of contradiction, 
lies in his intemperate habits at the table. Indeed 
he will become satisfied that the essence of his 
sin lies more in the cause, which is excess in eat­
ing than in its almost unavoidable result, an irri­
table temper.
Many men are in the habit of living almost 
continally in a feverish state of feeling, disposed 
to murmur at almost every occurrence, and very 
rarely to be in a state calm enough for prayer, or 
any other religious duty. Now in many instan­
ces this ruffled state of mind is kept up by the 
irritation of the nervous system occasioned by 
overloading the digestive powers. The temper­
ate alone can exhibit the temper of a philosopher 
and the calmness of the Christian. Just in pro­
portion to a man’s intemperance in any respect, 
will be the violence and irregularity of his pas­
sions. He may impute their ravages to peculiari­
ty of constitution; but most probably, in nearly 
every case, God imputes it to some criminal indulg­
ence. It is high time that Christians had learnt 
to practise universal temperance before they 
charge an irritable temper or ferocious passions, 
upon nature.
Another frequent attendant upon excess in eat­
ing is gloom and melancholy. The individual finds 
his spirits sinking without any apparent cause, and 
gloomy forebodings preying upon his mind. Hope, 
that once buoyed him up with elastic wing, now 
sinks under the heavy load of melancholy, and 
almost ceases to breathe. A lowering cloud en­
circles the horizon and gradually spreads over the 
whole heavens. A settled despondency and list­
less inaction not unfrequently come on, interrupt 
ed only by occasional seasons of abstinence or 
temperance. Although the man feels as if he 
could readily part with every earthly possession 
if he could recover his former cheerfulness, yet 
he never once suspects that the reduction of a 
few ounces of food at each meal would effectual­
ly remove the incubus from his soul.
“ The great majority of those complaints which 
are considered purely mental,” says Dr. James 
Johnson, Physician extraordinary to the King of 
England, “ such as irritability of temper, gloomy 
melancholy, timidity and irresolution, desponden­
cy, &c., might be speedily remedied and entirely 
removed by a rigid system of abstinence, and a 
very little medicine.”
Fatal as is this gloomy state of mind to success 
in worldly pursuits, its most lamentable influence 
is exerted upon the religious character. The in­
dividual had long perhaps thought himself created 
anew in Christ Jesus, and indulged the hope of 
being an heir to the eternal inheritance. But he
loses all confidence and almost all hope of final ac­
ceptance: and his thoughts brood with terrible 
self-application upon all that is terrific to the un­
converted sinner and the formal professor. In 
vain is he pointed to the divine promises or ex­
horted to meditate upon the richness of grace as 
exhibited through a Saviour. But let him for a 
few weeks give up his rich and stimulating diet, 
and partake only of the plainest fare, and that in 
the smallest quantity which will sustain life and 
health, and he will find the cloud gradually with­
drawing, and the Sun of Righteousness rising 
again with healing in his wings. Even when his 
abstemiousness is carried so far as to weaken, in 
some measure, his bodily energies, he will find 
that his mind will gather strength and be filled 
again with the peace of God that passeth under­
standing.—Professor Hitchcock' [Friend.
LEARNING IN THE MINISTRY.
It is a very mistaken idea to fancy that young 
men who may have been but half-educated, can 
be of any real utility in the ministry, however en­
thusiastically they may exert themselves. Such 
persons, though eager to do God service, will be 
laboriously idle in the attempt to communicate the 
very imperfect knowledge of which they may be 
possessed.
It is indeed true that many have succeeded to 
do good in the Gospel ministry who wanted learn­
ing; but it should be remembered that success did 
not reward their efforts till after the labors of a 
long life, spent not only in preaching to others, 
but in acquiring themselves the great truths of 
salvation. Their own diligence supplied their 
former deficiency; and their success depended 
not on their want of learning but on having remov­
ed that want by sedulous study. It will be found 
a fact general in its operation, that one man of 
sound learning, good training, and the spirit of 
Christ, is of more service, and can do more real 
good, than fifty half educated persons can do.
The church should seek out its children in its 
own bosom ; and give a thorough training to those 
of promise. There is no royal road to knowledge 
divine or human. Discipline must be enforced in 
time. There is nothing in Scripture to counte­
nance the popular doctrine, that men will be in­
spired for the occasion, that it is absurd to go to 
college, that men are made worse by doing so ; 
and the spirit of God will afford, by inspiration, 
all that is necessary. There is nothing in the Old 
Testament to justify such a notion; and there is 
nothing in the New. The apostles themselves 
were not so commissioned to preach the Gospel 
without being previously prepared. They had 
been taught in the presence of their Master who 
spake as never man spake; they had listened to 
his discourses, and profited by his instruction and 
example; and when he departed from them, they 
were enjoined to tarry till the Spirit descended 
and in a peculiar manner prepared them for all 
exigencies in the great work.—Extract from an 
address by Dr. Lindsley.
A CARD.
Mr. Editor,—I desire through you to state that 
by the Christian love of some unknown friend, 
subscribing himself ‘A clergyman of the Protest­
ant Episcopal Church,’ 1 have been constituted a 
Life-Member of the American Bible Society; 
and that the requests made by him in the letter 
enclosing the money, shall be attended to in spirit 
and in fact, if not in form. Such acts as this of 
my unknown friend are lovely and refreshing to 
my soul beyond expression. I have many dear 
and personal friends among the clergy of the Pro­
testant Episcopal Church, but I cannot divine to 
which of them, or whether to any of my personal 
friends, I am indebted for this sweet cup of holy 
pleasure. I am glad I do not know, for now I shall 
be more apt to love increasingly many of them. 
The Lord be with my brother’s spirit in life and 
in death. ‘ Wm. S. Plumer.
Petersburg, June 3d, 1834.
P. S. Editors of Episcopal papers are respect 
fully requested to insert the above at least on* e 
and charge the same to the treasury of brotherly 
love.—Southern Religious Telegraph.
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as followers of Christ; even “pure minds should be stirred up
by way of remembrance;” and surely it would be but a poor 
compliment to a sermon, whose only praise was, that it made 
its hearers better Churchmen 1 speak according to common 
usage, for, strictly speaking, no one should be called a good 
Churchman, unless he were a good Christian.
The ordinary business of the Convention assumed an ispect 
of unusual interest, from the nature of the Bishop s address. 
It exhibited not merely a statement of the performance of ma­
ny official duties, hut contained also a recommendation of se­
veral important measures calculated to promote the interests 
of tho diocese and of the Church. Among those measures 
was the appointment, or rather the support of an assistant to 
the Bishop, as Rector of St. Maiy’s Church, Burlington: thus 
rendering a discharge of the duties of Rector of a parish com­
patible with a full attention to those of the Episcopate of a 
Diocese. The proposition, it is almost needless to say met, with 
the immediate and decided approval of the Convention. An­
other measure proposed, was the establishment of a preparato­
ry school of an high order, for the instruction, either gratui­
tous or otherwise, especially of candidates for orders, or per. 
sons having the ministry in view. A committee was appoint­
ed on this subject and reported favorably to the object, al­
though some time must necessarily elapse before such a school 
can be located or fully organized. These schools are rising in 
favor, but surely not faster than their importance demands. 
Other denominations have experienced their deficiency, and 
the ministry even of the church,as Episcopalians begin to see, 
must lie supplied to a great extent from the ranks of those whose 
means in themselves ure inadequate to secure their own educa­
tion. Many, with these feeling, have already turned their 
eyes to the institution recently instituted and chartered in 
Bristol of your State; and we trust and hope and believe that 
the church will not be disappointed in the ho; es which this 
“one of her awn offspring,” lias even now caused her to cherish.
A third important measure recommended by the Bishop, 
was tlie holding of convocations from place to place—the Bish­
op and his clergy visiting the several parishes and preaching in 
each for several days in succession. In order to ensure the 
more efficient co operation of the clergy, the diocese is divid­
ed into three parts, and it is rendered incumbent upon all the 
clergy belonging to'each division, to be present throughout the 
visitation of that division. The adoption of this measure we 
regard with high satisfaction and cannot but augur the most 
favorable results.
In regard to “the offerings of the Church,” a plun of sys­
tematic Christian liberality revived by our Diocesan, already 
favorabyl known throughout the Church, the results of one 
year are very highly encouraging. But a small portion of the 
parishes, comparatively speaking, exerted themselves to any 
extent, and most of those who did thus manifest their inter­
est suffered a considerable portion of the year to elapse; yet, 
nearly one thousand dollars were contributed. The next an­
nual convention will meet at Burlington.
It is expected that the Journal of the Convention will soon , 
make its appearance; and from thence you may gather more 
satisfactory information in regard to tlie state and prospects of 
the diocese.—Episcopal Recorder.
Church Missionary Society.—The annual meeting of 
the friends and supporters of this society was held yesterday in 
Exeter Hall, the Marquisof Cholmondely in the ehair. Tlie 
report stated that, tlie income of tlie past year amounted to 
52,922/. Is. Gd, being an increase of 3,572/. 'Id, over that of 
the preceding year. The expenditure amounted to 48,624/ 12s. 
Id.; and from the balance, 2,000/ had been granted to the dis­
abled Missionaries Fund—London Paper.
Moravian Missions.—The state of the missions of the 
United Brethren’s Church at tlie close of tlie last year, was as 
follows:
In Greenland, (commenced in 1733,) 4stations, 21 missiona­
ries, and 1808 Greenland converts, including about 830 commu­
nicants. In Labrador (1770,) 4stations, 29 missionaries, and 
874 Esquimaux converts, of whom 319 were communicants. 
Among the Delaware Indians in Upper Canada (1792.) I sta­
tion,3 missionaries,232 in congregation. Among tlie Cherokees, 
in Georgi/and Tennessee (1801,) 2 stations, 1 missionary, 117 
in congregations. 1 n tlie West Indies they have 7 settlements in 
tlie Danish Islands (1732,) with 36 missionaries and 9435 ne­
groes, of whom about 4000 are communicants. In Jamaica 
(17.54) 7 settlements, 20 missionaries 514G negroes, of whom 
1478 are communicants. In Antigua (1756,) 5 settlements,
I 23 missionaries, 14,362 converts, and 5442 communicants. In 
I St. Kilts (1775,) 3 settlements, 10 missionaries, 5035 converts, 
and 1137 communicants. In Barbadoes (1765,) 2 settlements, 
6 missionaries, 1374 converts and 282 communicants. In 
lobago (1790, renewed 1827,) 1 settlement, 4 missionaries, 
253 in congregation. In Surinam (1735,) they have 1 settle­
ment, 16 misssionaries, 3353 converts and 1200 communicants. 
In South Africa (1736, renewed 1792,) they have 6 stations, 
38 missionaries, 2963 converts, and 1043 communicants.
General Summary.—42 stations, 214 missionaries, and 44,- 
952 converts, of whom about 15,000 are communicants. Of 
these, 2682 are Greenlanders and Esquimaux, 349 Indians 
38,958 negroes and persons of color, and 2963 Hottentots, 
arid other natives of South Africa.
We take this abstract from the last number of the Brethren’s 
Missionary Intelligencer.—5. Journal.
The New-York Observer publishes a letter from Mr. Gutz- 
laflT, dated in last November, in which he repeats the assertion 
that the whole of China is open to Christian missionaries.— 
He says,
To facilitate free communication, I sent last year a full re­
presentation to the Emperor, in which I proved from tlie 
classics, that a free intercourse with all the nations of the 
globe was recommended by the Chinese worthies of older times, 
Having in die course of this year not visited the northern pro­
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Convrntion of New-Hampshire—Through the politeness 
of the Rev. Chas. Burroughs, Rector of St. John’s Church, 
Portsmouth, we are enabled to lay before our readers the fol­
lowing abstract from the proceedings of the Convention in 
the State of New-Hampshire.—Churchman.
The thirty fourth annual Convention of this Diocese was 
held in St. John's Church, Portsmouth, N. II., on Wednes­
day, May 28, 1834. The Rev. Benjamin Hale, Professor of 
Chemistry and Mineralogy, in Dartmouth College, was cho­
sen President, and Alhe Cady, Esq , of Concord, was chosen 
Secretary of the Convention. Morning prayer was read by 
Rev. Dr. Morss, of Newburyport, who also administered the 
communion, assisted by the Rev. Mr. Me Burney, minister of 
Christ Church at Salmon Falls. An excellent sermon on 
Matthew xvii, 37, was preached by Professor Hale. More 
than seventy persons received the communion. There was a 
lecture in the evening, at which Mr. Hale read prayers, and 
the Rev. McBurney delivered an interesting discourse on Mi­
cah vi. 8.
The following gentlemen were chosen as the Standing Com­
mittee : Rev. Chatles Burroughs, Rev. Samuel McBurney, 
Edward Cutts, Esq., Gen. Timothy Upham, and George Taf- 
frey, E*q. The persons appointed delegates to the General 
Convention are llev. Messrs. Burroughs, Howe, Hale and 
Chase, and Horace Chase, Esq., Col. Samuel E. Watson, 
George Taflfrey, Esq. and Col. Joshua W. Pierce. The next 
Convention of the State is to be held at Claremont on the se­
cond Wednesday of June, 1835. The Rev. Messrs. Bur­
roughs and McBurney, with Edward Cutts. Esq., were chosen 
a committee to examine the journals of the Iasi General Con­
vention, and report at the next State Convention on the expe­
diency of approving such resolutions as are there submitted to 
the State Conventions. The Rev. Messrs. Howe, Hale and 
Chase were appointed to draw up u rtport on the state of the 
Church in this Diocese, and report at the next Convention. 
Rev. Mr. McBurney was chosen to preach the next Conven­
tion sermon. The Rev. Moses Chase was appointed to preach 
the Missionary; and the Rev. Mr. Leonard, of Cornish, the 
Sunday School sermon, at the time and plucc of holding the 
Convention.
A committee of five consisting of the Rev. Messrs. Howe, 
Burroughs and Hale, and Messrs. E. Cutts and J. W. Peirce, 
were appointed to take, into comiiicration the expediency of a sepa­
ration of this State from the Eastern Eioctse, and to report there­
on at the next State Convention. A copy of this vote was order­
ed to be transmitted to the secretary of the Convention of 
Maine to be laid before said Convention.
New-Jersey Convention.—Our correspondent at Newark 
writes:—
The annual Convention of the Diocese of New-Jersey met 
on the 28th ult. Notwithstanding the inclemency of the wea­
ther, which prevented many from attending, the occasion was 
one of unusual interest. Bishop Donne preached on Tuesday 
evening, many of the members of the Convention having al 
ready assembled; and the following morning, niter the Con­
vention sermon by the Rev. Mr. Mason of Salem, the com­
munion was administered by the Bishop assisted by the Rev. 
Messrs. Croes, Dunn, and Morehouse. In the commemora­
tion of a Saviour’s love, the members of the Convention and 
of the congregation were associated together. All assembled 
around the table of their Lord, eating “all" of that bread, and 
drinking “all" of that cup, which the Lord Jesus first blessed 
and instituted. On the evening of Wednesday, the Rev. Mr. 
Holmes of Orange, preached the customary sermon (and one 
most appropriate and excellent) for the benefit of tho General 
Sunday School Union.
The Convention remained in session until Thursday even­
ing, when it adjourned after divine service. The sermon on 
this occasion was preached by the Bishop, from the words,
“ Feed the Church of God which is among you, taking the ■ 
oversight thereof,” &c. The sermon was well adapted to the ' 
occasion, and exhibited a most solemn view of the nature, mo­
tives, duties, and rewards of the Christian ministry. He 
spoke throughout, not so much of the cross and the Church, 
as of the cross in the Church. On Friday evening, the Rev. 
Mr. Jackson of St. Stephen’s Church, New-York, preached 
from the words of Isaiah vi. 5. “ Wo is me, for I am undone; 
because I am a man of unclean lips,” &c. Mr. J. concluded 
his remarks with an affectionate and earnest addresss to impeni­
tent sinners.
It certainly would be highly desirable that the meetings of 
our Conventions, should be distinguished by a religions, as well 
as an ecclesiastical interest. “It is no reason tiiat we,” said 
the twelve “should leave the word of God and serve tables.” 
Ecclesiastical “business should not interfere with a continu­
al application “to prayer and the ministry of the word.” If 
Jesus Christ he held forth as the grand object of attraction, 
our Conventions will be destitute neither of interest or profit. 
“And I, if I helifledup, will draw all men unto me.”
Another idea intimately connected with this last, has been 
suggested to your correspondent—the utter impropriety of long
and laborious disquisitions on the subject of the Church__“ I
use great plainness of speech.”—Let not the writer, however, 
be misunderstood. IJe undervalues not the Church, nor would 
yield to any in the ardor of his attachment to her ordinances 
or ministry. The divine institution and consequent obligation 
of Episcopacy, in his mind, admit not of doubt, and ever should 
find place among the instructions of the pastor. But in a Con­
vention of clergy, who have offered their vows at her altar, 
and of laity, enlightened and attached, as the fact of their de­
legation supposes them to be, abstract' arguments concerning 
the Church and her institutions, must be of all subjects the 
mo* dry, inappropriate and profitless. We are all tinners, 
we are all sinful, we all need exhortation and encouragement
vinces, I had not the opportunity of knowing the result. Tlie
local Mandarins are mostly in favor of this measure, and obey 
reluctantly the imperial orders, whilst the nation receives us 
with open arms, i have also written an address to the Chinese 
nation, which 1 am now distributing, in which I treat the mat­
ter upon the principles of the gospel.
Of tracts, he says,
Others have done much in this good work, but for China 
itself, much remains to be done. I have written several large 
essays. Some are printed, others still in the press. If the Sa­
viour grants health and strength, I intend to publish six­
teen different essays, in a series. This will cause a great deal 
of expense, but the God whom I serve is rich. The distribu­
tion of tracts and Bibles has been carried on very successfully. 
In no part of Asia, where I have been is there so great a de­
mand, and so many myriads of readers. Joining this with the 
preaching of the gospel, I trust in God, that even by these 
feeble efforts some good may come for China.
He adds,
The Chinese periodical, which will be carried on, is a small 
beginning. Upon the request of a gentleman I have also 
written an essay upon political economy, and hope to extend 
the sphere considerably as soon as I return to Canton. I am 
preparing Chinese types for the purpose, a very expensive work. 
To ensure the wide circulation throughout the Chinese empire 
of both scientific and religious works, I am now engaging a 
Chinese bookseller, who has very large dealings, and wish to 
make him in the scientific department my publisher. There 
is an immense field for literary exertions. I humbly hope 
that science allied with the glorious gospel will have some share 
in emancipating China from bigotry.
This has always been combined with the preaching of the 
gospel and the distribution of tracts. Often I have been al­
most suffocated by the crowds of applicants, but I care very 
little for hard labor, if God is glorified, and the wants of my 
fellow-creatures relieved.
There arc minor points which already deserve attention, hut 
I have already wearied you with a long letter. Suffice it to 
say, that as long as the Almighty sustains me, poor sinner, my 
days will be devoted to the welfare of China.
A citizen of the world, and adopted by the celestial empire, 
I rove with unbounded liberty. For these five years I have 
lived upon the divine bounty, and have never wanted any 
thing. Though I forsee that the prosecution of the great work 
will require immense sums, 1 leave that to Him who says, 
“The gold and silver is mine.” All the noble friends in 
America and England, who wish to unite to this purpose, may 
rest assured that their assistance will be highly welcome and 
indispensably necessary. You will receive succinct accounts 
of the operations, and a comprehensive view of the sphere of 
labours. I wish sincerely, that my name may be forgotten, 
being only a humble instrument unworthy the greatest trust 
and inadequate to the task. Some statements in the American 
papers about me are rather incorrect. I should wish that the 
work, and not the persons engaged in it, might draw attention.
New Episcopal Congregation. — A new congregation by tlie 
, name of Emmanuel Church, was organized in the Eighth 
i Ward of this city, on Tursday, the 29th ult.— Churchman.
The Clarksville Fair.—We have received the truly gratifying 
intelligence from a friend who was present, that the Lady's 
Fair, held in Clarkesville during last week for the purpose of 
raising funds to aid in the building of an Episcopal Church in 
that town, succeeded beyond the expectation of its most san­
guine promoters. It is understood that the fair and benevo­
lent contributors to this praiseworthy undertaking, like their 
sisters of Huntsville on a similar occasion, (as reported by the 
Democrat, had chiefly turned their attention to preparing arti­
cles which were useful and necessary, rather than those merely 
ornamental. Success has been the agreeable consequence, the 
actual receipts having amounted to upward of $930.—(Nash­
ville) National Banner.
Tim North of Europe.—The children in every district of 
Norway arc compelled to attend school from the age of seven 
until they are confirmed (members of the Lutheran church) 
which generally takes place, when they are sixteen or seventeen 
years old, provided the rector of the district thinks fit to keep 
them at school to that age; and every parent who cannot as­
sign a satisfactory reason for the detention of his child at home, 
is liable to a fine of halt) or even a whole rix dollar. The Rev. 
Mr. Fellmann, who has resided 11 years in that part of Lap- 
land which is annexed to Finland, states that there was not one 
individual in his two parishes who could not read. Tliorlak- 
son, the Icelandic hard, who has translated the Paradise Lost 
into his native language, inhabits a small cabin at Bargissa, 
which is surrounded by lofty mountains, and woodland torrents. 
His chamber is six feet long and four feet wide, and contains 
no other furniture beyond a bed and table. The whole 
amount of his income does not exceed forty dollars a year.—. 
Boston Recorder.
GENERAL SUMMARY.
Infant School in Liberia.—We have been favored with the 
perusal of a letter, received by the ship Jupiter, from Mrs. 
Elizabeth Thomson, teacher of a school in Monrovia. Mrs. 
j Thomson says tha ther school now con ists of about 70 children, 
, forty-five of whom she instructs on tlie infant-school system.
1 Several of Mrs. T’s scholars are children of the native Afri­
cans and she speaks very highly of some of them, as being 
distinguished for their intelligence above other children. A 
short time since, there was a public exhibition of Mrs. Thom- 
, soh s infant school scholars, in the Methodist Episcopal Church 
at Monrovia, and we have been favored with one of the bills, 
detailing the order of the exercises, &c. &c., which must bate 
been quite pleassng. * •
Mrs. Thompson states in her letter, that she had never for 
a moment regretted coming to Liberia, where she has resided
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nearly three years—that her health anil her prospects are now 
good. One fact which she mentions, is deserving of conside­
ration by the colored persons in the northern parts of the Unit­
ed States. She says, “the climate is very pleasant, not so warm 
as we imagine in America, The sun is very powerful in the 
middle of the day, but we always have a plenty of air, and 
sometimes it appears almost cold enough for frost. There 
are but few people here from the North, but what here ap­
pear to enjoy very good health.—The expedition that came last 
from Charleston, numbers of them died, but it was owing 
greatly to their imprudence, as well as the want of medical 
aid. The first attack was gentle, but the second, third and 
fourth relapses carried them off.”—Christian Intelligencer.
The Ohio Deaf and Dumb Asylum.—The public are notifi­
ed that according to an act passsed at the last session of the 
legislature, that several additional State pupils in indigent cir­
cumstances, can be received into said Institution. It is neces­
sary for those who wish to avail themselves of this beneficent 
provision of the Legislature, to make immediate application to 
the Rev. James Hoge of Columbus, Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees; and the friend) of Humanity in various parts of 
the State, are invited to lend their aid, in bringing as many as 
is practicable, of this unfortunate class, under the influence of 
the only means, which can raise them from their present de­
plorable condition in society, and fit them for the business of 
life. The next term commences Oct. I, 1834.
Editors of newspapers throughout the State, are solicited to 
■co-operate in this work of benevolence, by giving the above 
an insertion in their respective papers.
II. N. HUBBELL,
Principal of the Ohio Deaf and Dumb Asylum.
Columbus, May 14, 1834.
Murder will out__ A gentleman of Washington County,
Maryland, while travelling in the State of Ohio, lately discover­
ed, near Newark, a man by the name of Dean, breaking stones 
on the road side, whom he immediately recognized as an in­
dividual who had fled from the county in which he resided, 
fourteen years ago, to escape a prosecution for murder. He 
was forthwith arrested, and has since been identified by ano­
ther person, though he entirely denies any knowledge of the 
cause of his imprisonment. He was to be removed to Mary­
land for trial.
Life of Hamilton—We perceive with pleasure that the first 
volume of a Memoir of General Alexander Hamilton, from 
the pen of his son, John C. Hamilton, has been nt length pub­
lished at New -York. The volume is said to contain copious 
extracts from the letters of the great statesman. We believe 
that an authentic and comprehensive biography of General 
Hamilton had never previously been placed before the public, 
although his deatl) threw a wnole nation into tears. Chancel­
lor Kent thus speaks of this remarkable man in a single aspect 
of his character, his eloquence at the bar. “ His arguments 
on commercial, and other questions, were remarkable for free­
dom and energy, and he was eminently distinguished for ex­
hausting every subject which he discussed and leaving no ar­
gument or objection unnoticed or unanswered.—He traced 
doctrines to their source, or probed them to their foundations, 
and at the same time paid the highest deference and respect to 
sound authority. The reported cases do no kind of justice to 
his close and accurate logic, to his powerful, comprehensive 
intellect; to the extent of his knowledge or the eloquence of 
his illustrations. We may truly apply to the efforts of his 
mind, the remark of Mr. Justice Buller, in reference to the 
judicial opinions of another kindred genius, that “principles 
were stated, reasoned upon, enlarged upon and explained, un­
til those who heard him were lost in admiration at the length 
and strength of the liumar understanding.”— West. Luminary.
The Harpers, of New-York, have just published two vo­
lumes, that, if we are not much mistaken, will reach three or 
four editions in. a very short time. They bear the title of the 
Club Book, are dedicated to James K. Paulding, and are 
composed, with one or two exceptions, of sketches, poetry, and 
tales from the pens of American writers—such as Paulding, 
Halleck, Byrant, Leggett, Stone, Kay, Howard Pavne, Drake, 
W. G. Simins, N. P. Willis, Geo. P. Morris, Mrs. Sigour­
ney, Woodworth, Hackett, Dr. Bird, and others well known 
to the public.—Nat. Gaz.
Rail Road Acicdent__ Two of the Union Rail Road cars of
the Union Line Company were, on Thursday morning, attach­
ed to a train of burthen cars to ascend the inclined planer on 
the west side of the Schuylkill bridge; when they had nearly- 
arrived at the summit, the coupling of the burthen cars gave 
way, by which accident one of the laden cars, with the two 
containing passengers, were forced down with an impetus that 
is beyond description. When within a few rods of the bridge 
the train came in contact with a burthen car loaded with sand, 
the shock was tremendous, the pleasure cars rose in the air, 
and came down in atoms; the passengers were thrown in dif­
ferent directions; and what is most remarkable, all escaped 
with their lives, and none dangerously injured, though several 
were bruised, and one gentleman had his artn fractured. The 
two cars, belonging to Messrs. 8. R. Slaymaker & Co. are 
completely torn to pieces; from our recollection of these splen­
did pieces of workmanship, we should suppose the damage to 
the company could not be less than $2500, which is to be at­
tributed entirely to the neglect or stupidity of the individual 
(in the service of the State) in attaching the pleasure cars to 
the burthen cars in advance of them, contrary to the positive 
instructions of Mr. Eardinan, the superintendent of the ma­
chinery of the inclined plane.—Presbyterian.
Cruelty.—The papers contain an account of an extraordina­
ry match which took place on the Centreville Trotting Course 
last Saturday. M. B. R. Thiell bet fifteen hundred dollars 
that he would trot a fine pair of horses which he owned, one 
hundred miles over the course, in harness, in the space of ten 
hours. The bet being accepted, the noble animals were put
to the desperate task. They did their utmost, but became so 
entirely exhausted, that the last ten miles was performed with 
extreme effort, and the last mile or two with great pain. It 
was, it seems, only by the most cruel and incessant beating, 
that the poor animals were forced to the end of their task, 
which they accomplished two minutes and a half within the
time, and so won the purse for their cruel master__ Journal of
: Commerce.
Conscience awakened at last--- One day this week a lady in
' this town received a letter containing seven dollaas, and run- 
i ning thus:
j “Widow------, eighteen years ago I bought a pair of boots
j of your husband, and paid him in counterfeit bills. Here is 
: the money.” Not signed.
; These ill gotten boots must have been a troublesome con- 
| cern—pinching corns and galling conscience while they lasted, 
and leaving a sting behind which outlived the seller, and goad­
ed the buyer into restitution at last__ Salem (Mass.J Reg.
Difficulties are again anticipated between the Mormons and 
the citizens of Jackson County. A letter from Independence 
under the date of 21st May, says:—“The people here are in 
fearful expectation of a return of the Mormons to their old 
homes. They have heard that a reinforcement is coming from 
Ohio, and that as soon as the Sante Fe Company of Tra­
ders leaves, the Mormons will recross the river from their t m- 
porary residence in Clay county; in which event much b! -d 
will be shed. It is not to be wondered at, that they have slio- j 
sen this as the ‘promised land,’ for it is decidedly the richest 
in the state. A merchant ot Independence has, we understand 
given orders for a piece of artillery to be sent to him imme­
diately, to be used in defence of his property. The Mormon- 
ites are now on their way from Ohio.—St. Louis Republican 
of June 2.
Gilpin-iana.—On Wednesday, as a young gentleman was 
taking an equestrian airing out of town, his horse took fright 
and ran at full speed towards the city. He had sped some 
two miles when, near the House of Refuge, he passed a gen­
tleman and his daughter, also on hoise-back. The young la­
dy’s steed caught the enthusiasm, and joined the race. The 
father, alarmed for his child applied the whip, but was soon 
left behind, the steeds which ran voluntarily clearing the 
ground much faster than he which ran by compulsion. It was 
not long after the general race commenced, before the young 
gentleman was landed in the ditch, leaving the young lady 
mistress of the course. Her horse having distanced competi­
tion, run down Broadway against time, the beautiful rider 
shrieking all the way wiih alarm, but maintaining her seat.— 
Somewhere near the park, the horse was stopped, and the tilt 
terminated without material injury to any one!—Journal of 
Commerce. t
Tremendous Snow Storm—The Burlington Vt. Sentinel 
says that a snow storm was experienced in that section of 
the country, on the 14th inst. more violent that has been known 
since 1816. The snow fell six inches deep—and the young 
trees were much injured by its weight.
I Locusts.—It is stated in the Lancaster Democrat that a child 
lately died in that neighborhood, in consequence of the sting 
ot a Locust—and the Carlisle Republican mentions the re­
port of the death of two children in that county, from a simi 
iar cause. A report has been current, for some days past, that 
the death of one or two persons has been occasioned by the 
sting of a Locust, in this city, but whether it has any founda­
tion we are unable to say. The above instances, however, give 
it a probability.—Balt. Gaz.
Old Ironsides—The coppering of the Constitution has been 
completed, and the carpenters, painters, &c. &c. are now en­
gaged in finishing of the cabin, state rooms, &c. &c. The ship 
has been nearly rebuilt; almost every timber, and we believe, 
quite every plank, have been removed, although in many cases 
the old timber and plank have been used in their original pla­
ces. She will soon come out of the dry dock, a new and com­
plete ship of the most perfect and beautiful model.
An experiment trip was made on Tuesday afternoon with 
Mr. Burden’s new steam boat, the result of which was very 
satisfactory. A person who was on board, thinks she went 
twice as fast as a common steam boat.. She is not yet finished.
'The corner stone of the Regal Palace of Greece, was laid at 
Athens on the 24th of March.
The Hon. William L. Storrs was elected Speaker of the 
House of Representatives of Connecticut, by a majority of 56 
votes.
The Wilmington papers oontain the Hon. Richard H. Bay­
ard’s resignation of his seat in the seuate of that state, on 
the ground that having been elected as a friend of the present 
Administration, and being unable longer to support its meas- 
uses, he deemed it his duty to give place to some other man.
Emigrants.—Upwards of seventeen thousand seven hundred 
emigrants have airived at New-York sinee the first of January 
last.
A cotton factory has been established at Greensborough, N. 
C. It has five hundred and twenty-eight spindles in operation, 
and is capable of manufacturing between two and three hun­
dred pounds of thread per day.
A copper mine, the ore of which yields from 60 to 70 per 
cent, has been opened near Flemington, N. J., said to be in­
exhaustible.
A law of Ohio makes it sufficient cause for divoree, if either 
party can prove that the other has been an habitual drunkard 
for two years.
Bunker Hdl—The long neglected monument on Bunker 
Hill is now certain of coming to a completion, $12,000 only 
being wanted for that object. Fifty house lots have just 
been cold on the margin of the bill, for the benefit of
the corporation which brought $500 each, amounting t° 
the sum of $25,000. The work is to re-commence on the 
I7th of June, just ten years after the laying of the corner 
stone by Gen. Lafayette.
The Sugar Crops.—The New Orleans Advertiser of May 
24, states that from information derived from the Opelousas 
| district, the crops are in a very nourishing condition with every 
promise of an abundant harvest. The country is also free 
from disease.
Spontaneous Combustion__ In delivering a quantity of rags
from the cellar of the Store, 24 Broad st. it was discovered 
that the mass was on fire. The rags were chiefly cotton, and 
oil had been spilt upon them. But for this timely discovery, 
the store, which is large and full of goods, would have been 
consumed.—Jour, of Coin.
FOREIGN.
By an arrival at this port, (says the New-York Observer,) 
London papers have been received to the 11th of May.
If the accounts which they bring may be believed, the civil 
war which has so long raged in Spain and Portugal is at length 
happily terminated. Don Carlos, it was reported, had been 
compelled to leave the peninsula for England, and Don Pedro, 
after obtaining possession of Figuera and Coimbra, had com­
pelled Don Miguel to come to a settlement of their quarrel.
France and particularly Lyons and its vicinity was suffering 
severely from the effects of the late insurrections. The busi­
ness of several of the manufacturing towns had been in a 
great measure suspended; and the whole dependence of the 
government for the preservation of order seemed to be on the 
strength of its military force.
The whole number of the combatants killed and wounded 
at Lyons during the late riots, it is stated in a Lyons Journal 
was less than 1,000. Of this number, 313 were officers and sol­
diers, and between 500 and 600, workmen. It is agreed, how­
ever, that the number of inoffensive persons killed or wound­
ed is superior to the loss of the combatants. The last ac­
counts from Lyons state that incarceration was the order of 
the day. Upwards of 700 persons were then lying in prison.
The British Government had determined to grant a pension 
of ±’70 a year to the widow of Mr. Richard Lander, the wi­
dow of the African traveller, and of 50Z. a year to his infant 
daughter.
Early in May the American frigate Constellation in saluting 
the French frigate Le Sulfren at Toulon, fired a ball into one 
of her port holes, by which one man, belonging to the latter 
vessel was cut in twain, two mortally and four grievously 
wounded. This unfortunate mishap had excited great irrita­
tion on the part of the French sailors against the Americans.
Reported Cholera in Mobile.—The Huntsville Advocate of 
the 27th ult. says: “The cholera has again made its appearance 
We are informed by a gentleman recently from Tuscaloosa, 
that it was credibly rumored there, that from 12 to 14 persons 
were dying daily in the city of Mobile, from this disease—-and 
that it was extending its ravages up the river, and along the 
valley of the Toinbeckbee. A letter has been received by a 
gentleman of this place, from his friend in Mobile somewhat 
to the same effect.”
Later from Europe.—The ship Eagle, Capt Lyon, arrived 
this morning from Liverpool, whence he sailed on the 21st. 
ultimo.
The bills respecting the commutation of tithes in England, 
and the Irish Tythe Bill, or the Poor Law's Amendment Bill, 
were still under discussion in Parliament.
The court of Denmark is troubled with some domestic feuds 
not much to the credit of the heir apparent, Prince Frederick, 
who has been assigned the country seat of Jagerpies, as a tern 
porary seclusion from his amiable spouse, whom he treated in 
rather an unprincely manner. A final separation is talked of.
The news from Paris is of an unimportant and unsatisfac­
tory kind. Attempts at disturbance have been put down.— 
Arrests continue to be frequent, especially of newspaper edi­
tors. Domiciliary visits, and all the irritating and exasperat­
ing workings of an immense police and espionage system 
supply innumerable sources of complaint to the press, and 
naturally tend to extend the spirit of hostility to the Govern­
ment.
Death of Mr. Lander.—The enterprising African traveller, 
Richard Lander was fired upon and severely wounded by the 
natives on the Nunn river; where he had gone for the purpose 
of trade early in the month of January, and died at Fernando 
Po, on the 2J of Feb. The following extract of a letter from 
Capt. Fuge of the Crown, contains all the particulars of this 
melancholy event that are yet known. Mr. Lander was bu­
ried by Capt. Fuge on the day he died.
“Mr. Richard Lander expired at’Fernando Po, on Sunday, 
the 2d of February, on his way up into the interior with a 
schooner boat, loaded with goods for trade, and two canoes 
which were towed from cape coast by the Cutter Crown. He 
was aitacked on all sides by bushmen, all armed with musketry. 
One white man and two black men were killed; one worn in 
and child, with a boy, were taken prisoners, Mr. Lander and 
the remainder fortunately managed to get into one of the ca­
noes and pull for their lives. Mr. Lander received a shot in 
his hip a seaman and two Kroomen were also severely wound­
ed. They left the Crown to proceed up the river on the 13th, 
and returned to the cutter on the 21st of January. ’They lost 
every thing belonging to them, excepting what clothes they 
had on them. Mr. Lander lost all his papers, not one remains 
to be shown. The Crown got under weigh, and arrived at 
Fernando Po, on Sunday the 26th. Mr. Lander’s wound bad 
mortified, but he died quite composed.”
Lt. Allen, RN. who had been exploring the Niger has ar­
rived at Plymouth, Eng. in the Talbot. Lieut. Allen has 
completed his survey*, and immediately act off for London, with 




UV MISS II. F. COULD.
Ever beaming, still I hang,
Bright as when my birth 1 sang 
From chaotic night
1 n the boundless, azure dome
Where I’ve made my constant home,
Till thousand, thousand years have come 
To sweep earth’s things from sight!
Mortals, I unchanging view
Every change that sports with you,
On your shadowy ball.
All below my native skies,
Here I mark how soon it dies,
How your proudest empires rise,
Flourish, shake, and fall!
Wealth and splendor, pomp and pride,
I've beheld you laid aside;
Love and hate forgot!
Fame, ambition, glory, power,
You I’ve seen enjoy your hour;
Beauty, withering as a flower,
While I altered not!
Him whose sceptre swayed the world,
I have seen aghast, and hurled 
From hi* lofty throne,
Monarch’s form and vassul’s clay
Turned to dust And swept away:
E’en to tell where once they lay,
I am left alone!
When I’ve been from age to age,
Questioned by the lettered sage 
What a star might be,
I’ve answered not; for soon, I knew;
He’d have a clearer, nobler view,
And look the world of mysteries through
In vast eternity!
Mortals, since ye pass as dew,
Sei ze the promise made for you 
Ere your day is o’er.
The righteous, says a page divine,
Are as the firmament to shine;
And like the stars, when I and mine
Are quenched to beam no more, [Friend.
MISCELLANY.
Selected for the Gambier Observer, 
lliite for Ciioosino a Husband.—Eliza Embert, a young 
Parisian lady, resolutely discarded a gentleman to whom she 
was to have been married, because he ridiculed religion. Hav­
ing given him a gentle reproof, he replied, “that a man of the 
world could not be so old-fashioned as to regard God and re­
ligion.” Eliza started!—but on recovering herself said— 
“ From this moment, Sir, when I discover that you do not re­
gard religion, 1 cease to be your’s. He who does not love and 
honor God, can never love his wife constantly and sincerely.”
Goon Frida___ A barrister being concerned in a cause
which he wanted to postpone for a few days, asked Lord Mans­
field when he would bring it on. “ On Friday next,” said his 
lordship. “ Will you please to consider my Lord, next Friday 
is Good Friday ?" “I don’t care for that; the better the day 
the better deed.” “Well my Lord, you will of course do as 
you please, hut if you do sit on that day, I believe you will be 
the first judge who did business on a Good Friday, since Pon­
tius Pilate’s time.
From Conversations of Lord Byron.—“ Here is a little 
Ixiok somebody has sent me about Christianity that has made 
roe very uncomfortable: the reasoning seems to me very strong, 
the proofs are very staggering. I don’t think you can answer 
it, Shelly; at least I am sure I can’t, and what is more, I 
don’t wish it.”
Indian Eiaiquence.— I he following eloquent speech was 
made by a young chief called Morning Star to a band of his 
warriors who were about to attack a party of traders on the 
north-west coast of America. Two of the indians were shot 
while in the act of stealing goods from the traders and the re­
mainder of the hand were about to attack them to avenge the 
death of their friends when the young chief, who had been ab­
sent providentially returned the moment the attack was about 
to be comminenced, and on hearing the circumstances spoke 
to the following effect:
“Friends and relations! Three snows have only passed 
over our heads since we were a poor miserable people. Our 
enemies, the Shoshones, during the summer, stole our horses, 
by which we were prevented from hunting, and drove us from 
the banks of the river, so that we could not get fish. In win­
ter, they burned our lodges by night; they killed our rela­
tions; they treated our wives and daughters like dogs, and 
left us either to die from cold or starvation, or become their 
slaves.
“ They were numerous and powerful; we were few, and 
weak. Our hearts were as the hearts of little children: we 
couid not fight like warriors, and were driven like deer about
the plains. When the thunders rolled and the rains poured 
we had no spot in which we could seek a shelter; no place, 
save the rocks, whereon we could lay our heads. Is such the 
case to day? No, mv relations! it is not. We have driven 
the Shoshones from our hunting grounds, on which they dare 
not now appear, and have regained possession of the lands ot 
our fathers, in which they and their fathers fathers lie buried. 
We have horses and provisions in abundance, and can sleep un­
molested with our wives and our children, without dreading 
the midnight attacks of our enemies. Our hearts are great 
within us, and we are now a nation!
“Who then my friends, have produced this change? lhe 
white men. In exchange for our horses and our furs, they 
gave us guns and amunition; then we became strong; we kill­
ed many of our enemies, and forced them to fly from our lauds. 
And are we to treat those who have been the cause of this 
change with ingratitude? Never! Never! The white people 
have never robbed us; and, I ask, why should we attempt to 
rob them? It was bad, very bad—and they were right in kill­
ing the robbers.” Here symptoms of impatience and dissat­
isfaction became manifest among a group consisting chiefly, of 
the relations of the deceased; on observing which, he contin­
ued in u louder tone: “Yes! I say they acted right in killing 
the robbers; and who among you will dare to contradict me?
“You know well my father was killed by the enemy, when 
you all deserted him like cowards; and while the Great Master 
of Life spares me, no hostile foot shall again be set ofi our lands. 
I know you all; and I know that those who are afraid of their 
bodies in battle are thieves when they are out of it; hut the 
warrior of the strong arm and the great heart will never rob 
a friend.” After a short pause, he resinned: “My friends, the 
white men are brave and belong to a great nation. They are 
many moons crossing the great lake in coming from their own 
country to serve us. If you were foolish enough to attack 
them, they would kill a great many of you; but suppose you 
should succeed in destroying all that are now present, what 
would he the consequence? A greater number would come 
next year to revenge the death of their relations, and they 
would annihilate our tribe; or should not that happen, their 
friends at home, on hearing of their deaths, would say we 
were a bad and a wicked people, and white men would never 
more come among us. We should then be reduced to our for­
mer state of misery and persecution: our amunition would be 
quickly expended; our guns would become useless, and we 
should again he driven from our lands and the lands of our fa­
thers, to wander like deer and wolves in the midst of the woods 
and plains. I therefore say the white men must not be injur­
ed ! They have offered you compensation for the loss of your 
friends: take it; hut if you refuse, I tell you to your faces that 
1 will join them with my own band of warriors; and should 
one white man fall by the arrow of an Indian, that Indian, if he 
were my brother, with all his family, shall become victims to 
my vengeance.’ Then, raising his voice, he called out, “Let 
the Wallah Wallahs, and all who love me, and are fond of the 
white men, coine forth and smoke the pipe of peace?” Up­
wards of one hundred of our late adversaries obeyed the call 
and separated themselves from their allies. The harangue of 
the youthful chieftain silenced all opposition. The above is 
but a faint outline of the arguments he made use of, for be 
spoke upwards of two hours: and Michael confessed himself 
unable to translate a great portion of his language, particular • 
ly when he soared into the wild flights of metaphor, so com­
mon among Indians. His delivery was impassioned: and 
his action, although sometimes violent, was generally bold, 
graceful and energetic. Our admiration at the time knew no 
bounds: and the orators of Greece or Rome, when compared 
with him, dwindled in our estimation into insignificance. 
Through this chief’s mediation, the various claimants were in 
a short time fully satisfied, without the flaming scalp of our 
Highland hero; after which a circle was formed by our people 
and the Indians indiscriminately: the white and red chiefs oc­
cupied the centre, and our return to friendship was ratified by 
each individual in rotation taking an amiable whiff from the 
peace-cementing calumet.
The chieftain whose timely arrival had rescued us from im­
pending destruction was called “ Morning Star.” His age did 
not exceed twenty five-years. His father had been a chief of 
great bravery and influence, and had been killed in battle by 
the Shoshones a few years before. He was succeeded by Morn­
ing Star, who, notwithstanding his youth, had performed pro­
digies of valor. Nineteen scalps decorated the neck of his war 
horse, the owners of which had been all killed in battle by 
himself to appease the spirit of his deceased father. He wish­
ed to increase the number of his victims to twenty; but the 
terror inspired by his name, joined to the superiority which his 
tribe derived by the use of fire arms, prevented him from mak­
ing up the desired compliment, by banishing the enemy from 
the banks of the Columbia.*
• The indians consider the attainment of twenty scalps as 
the summit of a warrior’s glory.
A Short Story.—Mrs. Price, the widow of James Price, 
of Llangenoch Park, England, in 1829 placed her two daugh­
ters at a celebrated boarding-school. Louisa was 16, Ellen 
14 years of age. There were musical parties of both sexes, 
once a week at the academy, which were attended by many re­
spectable people, and among others by two young merchants 
from the adjoining town, named Harris and Benson.
Perhaps it is needless to remark that Louisa and Ellen, pos­
sessing superior endowments of mind and great beauty of per­
son, very soon attracted the earnest attention of the two young 
merchants. The latter were afterwards received by Mrs. Price 
as suitors of her daughters. Tn June, 1831, a large sum of 
money was left to the young ladies, by their uncle, on condi­
tion of their remaining single till the age of 25. Mrs. Price 
would not give her consent to theif marriage till the provisions 
of their uncle’s will were complied with. What then was to 
be done? These mercantile lovers persuaded the young, con­
fiding, and thoughtless girls to elope and peril their happiness
on the faithlessness of man. The adventure was performed. 
The marriage was celebrated privately in an obscure church. 
The officiating priest was only an accomplice in the garb of a
clergyman. Here let us skip over some length of time._
Louisa the deluded wife of Benson, becomes a mother. In 
June, 1833, Harris goes to Lisbon on business, where he mar­
ried a Miss Kent, daughter of a celebrated wine merchant.
He returned to England last February with his new wife__
Soon after Harris’ return, Benson abandoned his wife, the 
mother of his two children; soon he sends a letter to the vic­
tims of his fraud, relating the whole affair of their false mar­
riage, and offering to make a settlement on them by way of 
reparation. Our readers can conceive the wretched fate of 
these two unhappy females. Ellen died insane two weeks af­
ter this. Louisa hearing that her pretended husband was to 
he married on the 10th of March, first strangled her two in­
fants, dressed herself in men’s clothes, armed with pistols, 
went to the road, and waited for the gig containing the objects 
of her revenge. She fired both pistols. Benson was shot 
dead. The horse being frightened, run over the cliff into the 
river where Harris was drowned. Louisa stabbed herself, and 
was found dead across the corpse of Benson-—Pawluchet Chron.
Important Discovery.—Professor Doebeieiner at Jena 
has discovered another most remarkable property in Platina 
and Iridium. lie found that either of these metals in its ex­
treme state of fine division (such as may be obtained by its so­
lution in sulphuric acid, being mixed with certain organic 
matters, and excluded from the influence of light,) on drying 
in the air, absorbed from 200 to 250 times its volume of oxy­
gen gas, without combining with it chemically, and compress­
es it with the power which is equal to the pressure of from 800 
to 1,000 atmospheres. Such a great mechanical attraction in 
a metal for oxygen gas is hitherto without uny example, and 
at once explains all the previous discoveries made by Doebc- 
reiner, of the extraordinary chemical effects of these two me­
tals in connexion with various oxidated substances and atmos­
pheric air.
Doehereiner, supposes that this ntractive power, properly 
used, will lead to greater discoveries than have yet been made. 
Another interesting discovery made by Doehereiner is, that 
either at the temperature of 90 of Reaumur, hums gradually 
and with a pale blue flame which is only perceptible in the dark 
and which will not set any thing on fire, hut which is itself so 
inflammable, that on being approached by a lighted taper it in­
stantly changes into a high spreading brilliant flame.
On the Preservation of Potatoes.—Potatoes at the depth 
of one foot from the ground, produce shoots near the end of 
spring; nt the depth of two feet, they appear in the middle of 
summer; at three feet of depth, they are very short, and nev­
er come to the surface; and between three and five feet they 
cease to vegetate. In consequence of observing these effects, 
several parcels of potatoes were buried in a garden at the depth 
of three feet and a half, and were not removed till after inter­
vals of one and two years. They were then found without any 
appearance of germination, and possessing their original firm­
ness, freshness, goodness, and taste.—Ann. Soc. d'Agric.
One Animal Preys on Another.—A large Hawk was 
lately taken on the coast of England in which was found a 
clever sized Codling. On opening the Codling, a small ling 
was found sepulchred in its maw. On opening the ling, an 
angle worm and several marine insects were found established 
in close quarters.
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